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The problem

Every few years the building blocks 

of tech become more powerful. 

Implementation choices about 

frameworks, services, capabilities 

change quickly.



Web Frameworks  

Web1
Whoa, we can make websites out of 

HTML!

Rise of templating 
frameworks

Function oriented frameworks
Products made from collections of 
functionality for specific uses: CMS, 
CRM, LMS, etc

CMS dominance
40% of web runs on 

wordpress

1990s Early 
2000s

Mid 
2000s
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2000s

Early 
2010s

Mid 
2010s

Late 
2010s

Early 
2020s

…Singularity?

Cloud computing Cloud-based framework 
commodification
Possible to build any kind of service oriented 
system and data architecture, combining 
off-the-shelf frameworks and products and custom 
built systems, with metered billing

Big tech / social media oligarchy, 

centralization of attention, content

Web2
You are here. 

Rise of content 

platforms, social

Render data, reuse and organize 

HTML

Proliferation of web 
frameworks
More nteractive frontends and 
modular backends using patterns 
and libraries

Cheaper, virtualized servers and 
databases, reusable architectural 
patterns

Attention Economy



Build vs Buy

New product = major 
implementation choices: 

● Which frameworks to use? 
● Which off-the-shelf 

products to use?
● When to customize? 
● Build my own version?



The allure of the custom build is real

Everyone 
believes their 
product vision is 
novel

“No one has ever done workflow 

management like us before!”

Tech people 
always want to 
build

“This sounds like a great opportunity to 

play around with that new sexy 

language I’ve been wanting to learn.”

Vendors will 
validate any 
choices that lead 
to bigger 
contracts

“We’ll help you invest in solutions.”



Don’t reinvent the wheel

In 2022, you lead 
with product 
management, not 
implementation 

Use principles of 
human-centered 
design: “What do 
users want”, not 
“What can I build?”

You probably 
don’t need to 
custom build 
most of what you 
want to do.



Web Frameworks  

Web1
Whoa, we can make websites out of 

HTML!

Rise of templating 
frameworks

Function oriented frameworks
Products made from collections of 
functionality for specific uses: CMS, 
CRM, LMS, etc

CMS dominance
40% of web runs on 

wordpress
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Cloud computing Cloud-based framework 
commodification
Possible to build any kind of service oriented system 
and data architecture, combining off-the-shelf 
frameworks and products and custom built systems, 
with metered billing

Big tech / social media oligarchy, 

centralization of attention, content

Web2

You are here. Don’t 
rebuild the past

Rise of content 

platforms, social

Render data, reuse and organize 

HTML

Proliferation of web 
frameworks
Interactive frontends and modular 
backends using patterns and 
libraries

Cheaper, virtualized servers and 
databases, reusable architectural 
patterns

Attention Economy



Principles

● Make framework choices strategically
● Only build what you can afford to control
● Ruthlessly constrain scope
● Use “boring” technology



Framework Choices

● Framework choices will become the bedrock 
of your product, for the next few years.

● Make framework decisions with tech, 
product, business people at the table

● Unpack framework tradeoffs, price tags, 
choice points to empower product and 
business leads to participate in the decision.



Only build what you can afford to control

● Control is expensive
● Only custom build:

○ What you can’t buy
○ What you have strategic reasons to control
○ What you have budget to be able to control 

over the long term, plus time to actively 
manage

● Outsource commodity, in-house complexity



Ruthlessly constrain scope

● Only build (or buy) features users need
● Invest in human-centered design practices 

like prototyping and user research to better 
understand what users need

● Own prioritization: cultivate product 
management capacity internally

● Know your foundational feature choice points 



Myth of tech 
culture

Wealth is generated by genius techies 
who do whatever they want.



Reality
Most software projects fail, to launch 
on time or at all. Most software 
engineers learn as they go, and 80% of 
code written is solving the wrong 
problems in the wrong ways.



Use boring technology

● Reduce implementation risk by using frameworks, 
platforms, and products with known tradeoffs and 
established developer and user communities

● All framework choices are expensive, and you 
only make them once every ~3 years

● But engineers will always want to try out new, 
shiny frameworks 

● Play it safe especially with databases and web 
frameworks, where the costs of a future migration 
will be high



Build vs Buy at Scale

Big organization = major 
implementation challenges: 

● How to coexist with other 
systems? 

● How to manage delivery 
timelines?

● How to control costs?



“Enterprise” stuff

● Understand the infrastructure ecosystem your 
new product will live in

● When will data need to be shared across systems 
and how?

● Organizational processes for choosing 
frameworks, 3rd party offerings 

● Organizational processes for evaluating vendors 
● Negotiate strong SLAs in vendor SAAS contracts



Speed at scale

● Decentralize processes
● Ensure that your product teams can operate 

independently as much as possible
● Track DORA metrics across both vendor and 

in-house teams
● Only bring together product architectures 

intentionally, don’t over-architect. 



Build on the past, don’t 
reinvent the wheel. 
Outsource commodity, 
in-house complexity.



Questions?

@ann_lewis


